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Abstract

This paper proposes a representation for syllable structure in HPSG, build-
ing on previous work by Bird and Klein (1994), Höhle (1999), and Crysmann
(2002). Instead of mapping segments into a a separate part ofthe sign where
syllables are represented structurally, information about syllabification is en-
coded directly in the list of segments, the core of thePHONOLOGY value.
Higher level prosodic phenomena can operate on a more abstract representa-
tion of the sequence of syllables derived from the syllabified segments list.
The approach is illustrated with analyses of some word-boundary phenomena
conditioned by syllable structure in French.

1 Introduction

In Pollard and Sag (1994) the value of thePHONOLOGYattribute is assumed to be
a list of unanalyzed phoneme strings corresponding to words or lexemes.It has be-
come common practice to further simplify thePHON value to contain orthographic
forms. This convention has arisen because in most HPSG work, the primaryfunc-
tion of thePHON value is to encode surface word order, and a simple indication of
each word’s identity is sufficient for these purposes.

For analyses that need to refer to the phonological properties of wordsand
phrases, this kind of “placeholder” representation is of course inadequate. Given
the flexibility of the typed feature structure formalism, however, several different
approaches for enriching this part of the HPSG sign can be (and have been) imag-
ined. Recent interest in HPSG phonology has focused on phenomena at the level of
the prosodic word and above (Klein, 2001; Bonami and Delais-Roussarie, 2006).
At the same time, work in morphophonology and phonosyntax makes reference
to the segmental phonology of words (e.g. Bonami et al., 2004). In this paper I
will concentrate on the level of syllable structure, and develop a framework for the
representation of syllables in HPSG building on insights from existing proposals.

2 Segments

2.1 Segmental features

The smallest phonologically meaningful unit in most theories is the segment. Seg-
ments are typically defined as collections of phonological features encoding, for
example, voicing, the position and configuration of the various articulators,the
manner of articulation. Each feature generally has a predefined set of possible val-
ues, and the features are grouped into bundles based on empirical evidence such
as covariation in assimilation phenomena. This kind of feature geometry can be
straightforwardly encoded in HPSG.

†I would like to thank the anonymous reviewers and the participants of HPSG 2008 and Gergana
Popova for valuable comments. Special thanks also to Berthold Crysmann.
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Bird and Klein (1994), for example, adopt the boolean features of Clements
(1985):

(1)



segment

LARYNGEAL




SPREAD bool

CONSTRICTED bool

VOICED bool




SUPRALARYNGEAL




MANNER




NASAL bool

CONTINUANT bool

STRIDENT bool




PLACE




CORONAL bool

ANTERIOR bool

DISTRIBUTED bool










This proposal does not make much use of types. Höhle (1999), in contrast, takes
full advantage of this formal notion of HPSG. Part of his signature is reproduced
below:1

(2) a.



segment

SEGMPROPER




segmproper

VOICING voicing

VELUM velum

TONGUE




tongue

VERTICAL vertical

HORIZONTAL horizontal




CONSTRICTION nelist(place)







b. voicing
HHH

���
voiced voiceless

placè
````̀LL

      
labial lingual

b
bb

"
""

coronal dorsal

. . .

None of these authors seems particularly committed to any specific proposal for
segmental representation. Empirical and analytical issues remain open (what dis-
tinctions are needed, how they should be encoded). The point is that the HPSG
formalism is able to directly accommodate any model within this general approach.

In such models, a segment can be uniquely identified by specifying the corre-
sponding matrix of distinctive features. It is convenient, however, to reify individ-
ual segments as named objects in the type hierarchy. Höhle does this by defining

1The attributeCONSTRICTIONis in fact only appropriate for thesegmpropersubtypeconsonant;
see (3) below.
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phonemic sorts such assort I, sort y, sort k, sort d, sort n, etc. Such maximal
types are not only useful as abbreviatory devices. They provide a way of explicitly
specifying the inventory of segments in a given language (with idiosyncratic gaps
and outliers that do not reflect generalizations over phonological features).

These segmental sorts are the leaves of a hierarchy that can be enriched with
intermediate types representing natural classes of segments. For Höhle, these are
subtypes ofsegmproper, for which he proposes the following hierarchy:

(3) segmproperhhhhhhhhh
(((((((((

vowel
cc##

sort I . . .

consonanthhhhhhhh
((((((((

obstruent`````̀��
      

fricative
cc##

sort s . . .

affricate

. . .

plosive
ZZ��

sort k . . .

sonorant
aaaa

!!!!
nasalcon
ZZ��

sort n . . .

liquid
cc##

sort l . . .

This hierarchy can be extended with further intermediate types, for example, un-
derspecified archiphoneme types that subsume the segmental sorts corresponding
to their allophones.

A natural extension is to allow multiple inheritance and introduce other dimen-
sions of variation in the segmental hierarchy. For example, Höhle encodes quantity
by introducinglong andshort as subtypes ofsegment, but one could also add a
QUANTITY dimension directly to thesegmproperhierarchy in (3). In this partic-

ular case, it might be better in fact to encode this information using a feature rather
than with types. But the idea of multiple inheritance will be crucial in the approach
outlined in§4.

2.2 Lists of segments

In the physical realization of words and phrases, there is often no clearboundary
between successive segments, and this overlapping articulation is responsible for
many diachronic and synchronic phonological phenomena. But for the purposes
of phonological analysis, most formal models assume that segments are realized
one after the other. Previous proposals for HPSG phonology adopt thisidealized
representation, encoding the segmental content of words as a list of segments.

In fact, Bird and Klein (1994) propose aPHON value that includes three lists
of segments, with the elements of the overall “skeletal” list split into a list of con-
sonants and a list of vowels. Once again, this is a straightforward HPSG imple-
mentation of an existing phonological model, this time autosegmental phonology
(Goldsmith, 1990). The following structure, for example, represents the word ki-
caaw(Sierra Miwok):
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(4)



phon

CON
〈
1 k, 3 c, 5 w

〉

VOW
〈
2 i, 4 a

〉

SKEL
〈
1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 4 , 5

〉




The separation of consonant and vowel “tiers” in the autosegmental model allows
an analysis of nonconcatenative morphophonological phenomena, such as the tem-
platic morphology of Sierra Miwok and Semitic languages. Höhle (1999) demon-
strates, however, that the insights of the autosegmental analysis can be incorporated
into an HPSG account without introducing additional list attributes for the tiers.
After all, the elements in the overall list of segments—the value ofSEGMENTAL-
STRING in Höhle’s model—are typed (consonant vs. vowel), and the description
language of HPSG allows the relevant operations to be carried out directlyon this
list.2

3 From segments to syllables

It is widely—though by no means universally—accepted that segments are orga-
nized into syllables, the next larger unit of phonological structure. The following
tree structure is a common representation of the internal organization of a syllable:

(5) σ
PPPP

����
onset
@@��

. . . . . .

rime
HHH

���
nucleus

. . .

coda
@@��

. . . . . .

It is usually assumed, moreover, that a syllable must have a nucleus, while the onset
and coda can be absent in certain situations.

3.1 Lists of syllables

Bird and Klein present an implementation of a model of this kind. They assume
thatphonobjects have aSYLLABLES list that encodes the result of parsing the list
of segments (now calledSEGS) into a sequence ofsyl objects. Syllabification of
phonological phrases is subject to the following recursive constraint:3

2Höhle also argues against interpreting the segment list as a “timing tier”, cf.the representation
of the long vowel in (4). As mentioned briefly at the end of§2.1, it is preferable to encode quantity
as part of the representation of each segment.

3Bird and Klein’s notation, reproduced here, is somewhat improper, but the intended meaning
should be clear.
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(6) a.



phon-phrase

SYLS

〈



ONS 1 onset

NUC 2 nucleus

CODA 3 coda




〉
⊕ 4

SEGS 1 ⊕ 2 ⊕ 3 ⊕ 5




⇒




phon-phrase

SYLS 4

SEGS 5




b.



phon-phrase

SYLS 〈 〉
SEGS 〈 〉




I will discuss Bird and Klein’s proposals more fully in the following sections.
While Höhle does not discuss syllable structure in any detail, the general model

he sketches seems to follow an approach similar to that of Bird and Klein.

(7)



phon

SEGMENTAL-STRING list(segment)

HIERARCH




hierarch

SYLLABLES list(syllable)

FEET list(foot)

PHONWORDS list(nelist(segment))







In other words, he assumes that the elements of theSEG-STRING list are orga-
nized into objects of typesyllable, which appear in theSYLLABLES list. Syllables
are in turn organized into feet. In most cases, the associations between levels of
prosodic structure are rather straightforward and subject to strong well-formedness
constraints (e.g. the Strict Layer Hypothesis, Selkirk, 1984). Höhle recognizes,
however, that the relations between successive levels are not alwaysso simple. Ac-
cording to some analyses, segments are not always exhaustively syllabified (e.g.
extrasyllabicity), and some syllables are not fully integrated into feet (e.g. extra-
metricality/extraprosodicity). By the time he gets to the list of phonological words,
Höhle gives up on the idea of making its value a list ofphonwordobjects, a type
which would presumably be defined in terms offoot objects, defined in turn in
terms ofsyllableobjects, defined in terms ofsegments. Instead, the value ofPHON-
WORDSis declared to be less constrained, and to make direct reference to segments.
No precise definitions are proposed forsyllableandfeet, either—i.e., it is left open
whether they should be represented as lists or as more richly structured objects like
Bird and Klein’ssyl. Höhle’s comments seem to suggest that in the general case, it
may turn out that the attributesSYLLABLES andFEET might also select values of
the more flexible typelist(nelist(segment)).
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3.2 Problems with structural encoding

In this section I will point out some technical and conceptual difficulties with the
kinds of approaches we have just seen, where hierarchical prosodic structure is en-
coded using hierarchically embedded representations. I will focus on theanalysis
of syllabification presented by Bird and Klein (1994).

Consider the English wordinstrument, for which we might assume the pronun-
ciation[Pin.stru.mEnt]. This syllabic structure is shown in (8a) using tree notation
and in (8b) as an AVM.

(8) a. σ σ σ

O R O R O R

N C N N C

X X X X X X X X X X X

P I n s t r U m E n t

b.



SYLS

〈



ONS
〈

P
〉

NUC
〈

I
〉

CODA
〈

n
〉



,




ONS
〈

s,t,r
〉

NUC
〈

U
〉

CODA 〈 〉



,




ONS
〈

m
〉

NUC
〈

E
〉

CODA
〈

n,t
〉




〉

SEGS
〈

P, I, n, s, t, r, U, m, E, n, t
〉




Apart from the absence of the rime subgrouping in (8b), which I assume isa
simplification for expository purposes rather than a theoretical claim on the part of
Bird and Klein, there are some important differences between these two structures.
In the AVM, the segments are represented twice, or more precisely, each segment
appears in two places by re-entrancy (not indicated in the figure above). Moreover,
the attributesONS, NUC, andCODA are unordered.

Thus a number of fundamental constraints on the well-formedness of syllables
that hard-wired into the classic tree representation in (8a) have to be statedexplic-
itly in the HPSG model. These include constraints against crossing branchesand
multiple association. Such illicit configurations can be represented just as easily as
legitimate syllabifications in AVM form:

(9) a.



SYLS

〈
. . . ,




ONS
〈
2

〉

NUC
〈
1

〉


, . . .

〉

SEGS
〈

. . . , 1 , 2 . . .
〉
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b.



SYLS

〈
. . . ,

[
CODA

〈
1

〉]
, . . .

〉

SEGS
〈

. . . , 1 , . . . , 1 , . . .
〉




At the same time, some kinds of “interesting” configurations are possible in both
representations. For example, ambisyllabicity could be represented as follows:4

(10) a. σ σ

. . . C O . . .

X X X

b.



SYLS

〈
. . . ,

[
CODA

〈
1

〉]
,
[

ONS
〈
1

〉]
, . . .

〉

SEGS
〈

. . . , 1 , . . .
〉




It has always been recognized, of course, that the vast majority of structures
in HPSG that are well-formed according to the signature have to be filtered out by
grammatical constraints. In general, the expressive potential of the formalism is
seen as an advantage by most practitioners of HPSG, as it enforces transparency
and explicitness in analyses. It should always be kept in mind, however,that each
time a new attribute is introduced, its value must be filled in somehow. Bird and
Klein propose the syllabification constraint shown in (6) above, for example, to
instantiate the value ofSYLS. With the appropriate definitions for the typesonset,
nucleus, andcoda, this constraint does allow canonical syllable structures as in
(8b), and it could be modified if desired to allow structures like (10). But any
variant of the constraint will have continue to enforce a measure of redundancy in
the representation: the identity and order of the segments in theSEGSlist must be
preserved. In other words, in such an approach, information that is already present
in one part of the sign must be systematically reproduced in another.

A more conceptual problem with the analysis of Bird and Klein is the assump-
tion of exhaustive syllabification in (6). Phonological accounts of syllabification
usually establish a set of rules and principles that allow every (grammatical) word
or phrase to be completely parsed into syllables, and they typically strive to en-
sure that this syllabification is unique. This implies, among other things, that the
boundaries between syllables are always well-defined. In reality, though, syllable
boundaries can be difficult to identify (Angoujard, 1997).

Several kinds of evidence are available for determining syllabification in a
given language: speaker’s intuitions (both introspective and semi-conscious, as in
the case of secret languages and games), phonetic criteria, and phonological phe-
nomena conditioned by syllable structure. For most languages, these criteria can
be used reliably to identify syllable “peaks” and “troughs”, but they are not always

4Geminate consonants would receive a distinct representation, with the same segment appearing
twice on theSEGSlist; recall however fn. 2 on the use of the segments list as a timing tier.
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sufficient for locating a precise syllable boundary in every trough. Thisis espe-
cially true of so-called “stress timing” languages like English. One manifestation
of this difficulty is the phenomenon of ambisyllabicity, mentioned above in (10), in
which it can be argued that a consonant occupies adjacent coda and onset positions
at the same time. Another example of this indeterminacy is provided by the word
instrument(8b), for which the alternative syllabification[Pins.tru.mEnt] can also
be defended (Wells, 1990).

Bird and Klein’s model can be modified to allow two distinct, complete syllab-
ifications of a word likeinstrument. This does not seem to be the right approach,
however: the syllabification is not ambiguous, but indeterminate. It simply does
not matter which syllable the[s] belongs to. A more radical reformulation of the
constraint in (6) could relax the requirement of exhaustive syllabificationand skip
over some elements ofSEGSin certain situations. But then these segments would
appear nowhere in theSYLS value. There is no way to partially specify the role of
a segment. We know, for instance, that the[s] in instrumentis not a nucleus, but
there is no way to express this in theSEGSandSYLS model (except again indirectly,
using an explicit disjunction of incompatible feature structures).

4 Building on the segments list

The foregoing discussion leads us to the conclusion that constructing syllables in
a separate part of the sign has undesirable consequences. In the remainder of this
paper I will show that it is possible, and preferable, to encode informationabout
syllabification (and higher levels of prosodic structure) directly in the list ofseg-
ments by enriching segmental representations.

4.1 Type-based Prosodic Phonology

This idea has much in common with the Type-based Prosodic Phonology model
presented by Crysmann (2002), extending proposals by Walther (1999). Crysmann
assumes a simplerPHONstructure than those discussed thus far, cf. (6) and (7). His
PHONvalue is a list ofphon-objelements (segments with their articulatory features
encoded in theSEGMENTvalue).

(11) a.
[

PHON list(phon-obj)
]

b.
[
phon-obj

SEGMENT seg

]

PPPP
����[

parsed

PROSODY syl

]

aaa
!!!

ons nuc cod

unparsed
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To represent syllabic structure in this approach, segments are not copied or mapped
to another part of the sign, but their representations are enriched with prosodic
information, directly in the segments list. The position of a segment within its
syllable is encoded by means of subtypes ofphon-obj(with the possibility that in
some situations, a segment can remain unsyllabified, orunparsed).

Syllable grouping is encoded using thePROSODYvalue. Consecutive segments
that occupy the onset, nucleus, and coda positions of the same syllable have token-
identicalPROSvalues. For example, the word[Pin.stru.mEnt] would be represented
as follows:

(12)



PHON

〈




ons
S P
P 1


,




nuc
S I
P 1


,




cod
S n
P 1


,




ons
S s
P 2


,




ons
S t
P 2


,




ons
S r
P 2


,




nuc
S U
P 2


,




ons
S m
P 3


,




nuc
S E
P 3


,




cod
S n
P 3


,




cod
S t
P 3




〉




In addition,PROSvalues choose from a rich system of types, part of which is
shown below:

(13) sylhhhhhhhhhhh
c
cc

(((((((((((
INITIALITY

aaa
!!!

w-ini
HHH

���
p-ini
ll,,

i-ini n-i-ini

n-p-ini

n-w-ini

FINALITY
aaa

!!!
w-fin
HHH

���
p-fin
ll,,

i-fin n-i-fin

n-p-fin

n-w-fin

STRUCTURE
cc##

open closed

This multiple inheritance hierarchy allows the specification of the position and
function of the syllable in question. In particular, the combinations ofINITIALITY

and FINALITY subtypes are used to indicate the composition of larger prosodic
domains. If the syllable is at the left or right periphery of the prosodic word, it
has the typew-ini or w-fin, respectively. Non-peripheral syllables bear the com-
plementary types. In the example above, the syllable identified as1 has the type
w-ini & n-w-fin, syllable 2 is n-w-ini & n-w-fin, and syllable3 is n-w-ini & w-fin.
The other types are used analogously at the levels of phonological phrases and in-
tonation phrases. This system of types can naturally be extended as needed. The
relevant aspects of prosodic structure can thus be encoded directly in the segmen-
tal representation, without actually constructing a prosodic constituency tree using
recursively embedded feature structures.
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4.2 Questions and simplifications

Crysmann’s proposals are extensive and technically detailed (at times bewilder-
ingly so), and his framework is applied to an impressive array of analyses. My
purpose in this section is to bring up a number of questions about the general ap-
proach and to suggest some modifications.

First of all, using the segments list to represent the entire prosodic hierarchy
(up to intonation phrases) raises concerns of locality. In this model, we could con-
ceivably define a constraint requiring the first syllable of the second prosodic word
of a phonological phrase to have a liquid coda, for example, or that the consonant
[t] can only appear in the onset of the final syllable of an intonation phrase:

(14) a.



dom-obj

PH list([P 1 p-ini])⊕ list([P n-w-ini]) ⊕
〈[

P 2 w-ini
]
, . . .

〉



⇒


PH

〈
. . . ,




cod

S liquid

P 2


, . . .

〉



b.
[
phon-obj

S t

]
⇒

[
ons

P i-fin

]

These examples are obviously contrived, and there may in fact be phenomena
where high level domains have to make reference to segmental content andthe
internal structure of syllables. Syllabification itself, after all, is best formulated as
a constraint on phonological phrases, cf. (6). For most higher levelphenomena,
however, it would be preferable to enforce some notion of locality. This can be
done by introducing an abstract list corresponding to the sequence of syllables.
In contrast to theSYLS of Bird and Klein (1994), the members of this list do not
provide a full phonological description of the syllables and their internal structure.

This proposal shares aspects of the analysis of phrasal prosody ofBonami and
Delais-Roussarie (2006). They start from a flat list of segments (like theone as-
sumed here), and they construct a more abstract structure—the metrical grid—
containing one column for each syllable. At this level of analysis, only the succes-
sion of syllables is relevant, and information such as the identity of syllable nuclei
or the nature of syllable boundaries is unnecessary and should be inaccessible (or
only exceptionally accessible). I will develop this idea further at the end ofthis
section.

Other questions are raised by Crysmann’sPROSODYfeature. Recall that token
identity of this value among consecutive segments indicates membership in the
same syllable. This membership is determined by the syllabification principles of
the language (that specify the possible nuclei, onsets, and codas, and how to de-
termine syllable boundaries), subject to the following well-formedness conditions
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(among others):5

(15) a.
dom-obj⇒¬


PH

list ⊕
〈
1 ons, 2 ons∨ nuc

〉
⊕ list

∧ ¬ ( 1 [P 0 ] ∧ 2 [P 0 ])




b.
dom-obj⇒¬


PH

list ⊕
〈
1 nuc∨ cod, 2 cod

〉
⊕ list

∧ ¬ ( 1 [P 0 ] ∧ 2 [P 0 ])




c.
dom-obj⇒¬


PH list ⊕

〈[
nuc

P 0

]〉
⊕ list ⊕

〈[
nuc

P 0

]〉
⊕ list




d. dom-obj⇒¬
[

PH list ⊕
〈

ons, cod
〉
⊕ list

]

The last constraint effectively requires every syllable to have a nucleus, and (15c)
requires distinct nuclei to be associated with distinct syllables. (15a) and (15b) are
implicational constraints that impose token-identity ofPROSvalues for certain se-
quences ofphon-objelements. Together, the constraints interact to ensure that the
PHON value of domain objects is parsed into syllables of the form onset-nucleus-
coda (with possibly empty onset and/or coda), each with a uniquePROSvalue.

We can ask at this point whether it is necessary to use token-identity ofPROS

values in this way. If the syllabification rules of the language identify an onset-
nucleus-coda grouping, then the corresponding sublist of segments already con-
stitutes a syllable. ThePROSvalue, which encodes positional information, etc. in
accordance with (13), does need to be linked to the syllable, for example in the
representation of its nucleus. But what additional benefit is gained by copying this
PROSvalue to all of the other segments of the syllable (onset and coda, if present)?
And furthermore, is it crucial for syllables to be associated with uniquePROSval-
ues, as required by the implicit inequality constraint in (15c)?

A significant simplification of the role of Crysmann’sPROS feature can be
achieved by introducing aSYLLABLES list of the kind discussed above, with ab-
stract objects corresponding to syllables (but providing no direct access to their
detailed internal content). This attribute is added to thePHONvalue, with the exist-
ing list of segments moved intoSEGMENTS. First of all, we need to modify the part
of the signature shown in (11b) to makePROSODYappropriate only for the subtype
nuc. Then, we set up a one-to-one correspondence between thenucelements of the
SEGSlist and the elements of theSYLLS list. This can be done with a recursively
defined relational constraint6 or using the following pair of bidirectional implica-
tions:

5The formulation of (15b) corrects a minor mistake in Crysmann (2002),p. 281.
6Cf. the construction of the metrical grid in Bonami and Delais-Roussarie (2006).
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(16) a.



dom-obj

PHON | SEGS list ⊕
〈[

nuc

PROS 0

]〉
⊕ list




⇔



dom-obj

PHON | SYLLS list ⊕
〈
0

〉
⊕ list




b.



dom-obj

PHON | SEGS list ⊕
〈[

nuc

PROS 0

]〉
⊕ list ⊕

〈[
nuc

PROS 1

]〉
⊕ list




⇔



dom-obj

PHON | SYLLS list ⊕
〈
0

〉
⊕ list ⊕

〈
1

〉
⊕ list




Now that the uniqueness of each syllable is ensured by its position in theSYLLS

list, there is no need to impose token non-identity ofPROSvalues, as in (15c). Two
nuclei could happen to have token identical values “by accident”; it is notclear
what this would mean, but it seems unnecessary to block the possibility explicitly.
They would still correspond to two elements in theSYLLS list. In practice, as the
information encoded in thePROSvalue is enriched, type and feature incompatibil-
ities will prevent such accidental structure sharing anyway.

In this modified approach, it is no longer possible to use thePROSfeature di-
rectly to pick out all of the segments of a particular syllable. And becausePROS

values are not guaranteed to be unique, it is not even possible to choosean ele-
ment fromSYLLS and immediately identify the corresponding nucleus inSEGS.
These operations can still be done, but in a more roundabout way: with informa-
tion about the position of the element in theSYLLS list, the corresponding nucleus
can be located, and any consecutiveonsetobjects to the left and any consecutive
codaobjects to the right of this nucleus in theSEGSlist are members of the same
syllable.

Similarly, rules such as those invented in (14) to illustrate locality violations
are not technically ruled out, but they become much harder to formulate. In other
words, this modified model contains more or less the same information as that
of Crysmann’s original proposal, but the re-structuring of the information makes
predictions about the rarity or markedness of certain kinds of prosodic interaction.

5 Case study: French

In this final section I offer a more concrete illustration of the proposed framework
by sketching the analyses of a number of phenomena from French. Bird and Klein
(1994) also use French examples for their model of syllabification, so I willpri-
marily concentrate on the same range of data.
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5.1 Structurally-encoded syllables

Bird and Klein present a declarative analysis of the distribution of Frenchschwa,
an “unstable” vowel that can be left unrealized in certain lexical and syntactic en-
vironments, conditioned in large part by the syllabic structure of words in context.

(17) debout
standing

[d@.bu] vs il
he

est
is

debout
standing

[i.lE.d@.bu] / [i.lEd.bu]

The analysis is inspired by the autosegmental treatment of Tranel (1987a), in which
schwa is underlyingly unlinked (to a V node) but must become linked and there-
fore realized phonologically if the surrounding consonantal configuration cannot
otherwise be syllabified.

To implement the insights of this analysis in their HPSG model, Bird and Klein
provide a provisional statement of the phonotactics of French, based onTranel
(1987b). Syllable nuclei are always single vowels; in other words, the typenucleus
is defined as〈vowel〉. Permissible onsets and codas are enumerated in the following
type hierarchies:

(18) onset

internal-onset

〈p,n〉
〈obs,liq〉 〈obs,son〉

〈(cons),(glide)〉 〈s,stop,liq〉

coda

internal-coda

〈cons,cons〉
〈(cons)〉

The internal subtypes are meant to capture the generalization that word-internal
onsets and codas are more restricted than word-initial onsets and word-final codas.
These definitions, in combination with the syllabification constraint formulated in
(6), produce possible syllable structures for phonological phrases.

Some empirical and technical problems should be mentioned at this point. The
precise inventory of possible onsets and codas is incomplete (for example,exploit
[Eksplwa] ‘feat’ contains a sequence of consonants at the syllable boundary that
cannot be accommodated), and Bird and Klein acknowledge this. I will not pursue
the issue further.

Bird and Klein do not explain how the type distinctions between word-internal
and word-peripheral onsets and codas can be put to use as constraints on syllabifi-
cation. A crucial assumption of the analysis is that words are not fully syllabified
at the lexical level, since the syllabic structure at word boundaries cannot yet be
determined. But at the phonological phrase level, where full syllabification takes
place, theSEGSvalue is a long list of segments with no indication of word bound-
aries. One could argue that this information in fact needs to be propagatedso that it
remains visible at the phrasal level. The formulation of the constraint in (6) would
have to be modified in order to apply different restrictions depending on thecontext
within the phrase.
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The fact that both onsets and codas can be empty, and that some sequences of
segments can appear in both positions, leads to many cases of indeterminacy.Bird
and Klein, however, assume full and unique syllabification, and they achieve this
by formulating additional constraints that echo the familiar principle of onset max-
imization. In the simplest case, if only one consonant appears at a syllable bound-
ary, it must be syllabified as the onset, leaving the preceding coda empty, rather
than vice versa. So for instanceeuroshould be analyzed as[ø.Ko], not as[øK.o].
Another onset maximization constraint involves obstruent-liquid sequences, which
always syllabify together in French, as in[a.bKi] ‘shelter’ (where the consonant
sequence could otherwise be split across two syllables:[ab.Ki]). Obstruent-liquid
sequences are notorious for their unusual behavior. Historically, forexample, in
the transition from Latin to French, the syllable boundary shifted at least twice.

As discussed in§3.2, indeterminacy is sometimes an inherent characteristic of
syllable boundaries, and an adequate analysis should be able to accommodate it,
and not strive to eliminate it artificially. It should be said that French is relatively
unproblematic in this regard, and Bird and Klein’s onset maximization constraints
are not unreasonable. It has already been pointed out, however, that as a general
model, theirSYLS structures are ill-equipped to deal with cases where the appro-
priate representation would be a genuinely underspecified syllable boundary.

5.2 Type-encoded syllables

Recall that in my approach, information about syllable structure is added directly to
the list of segments, and no separate syllabic “constituent structure” is built.First
of all, I redefine Bird and Klein’s typesonsetandcodaas description-language
abbreviations for disjunctions of lists (since the interpretation of the onset and coda
inventories in (18) as type hierarchies leads to some technical difficulties):

(19) onsets

a. internal-onset ≡ 〈(cons), (glide)〉 ∨ 〈obs, liq〉
b. onset ≡ internal-onset ∨ 〈s, stop, liq〉 ∨ 〈obs, son〉 ∨ 〈p, n〉

(20) codas

a. internal-coda ≡ 〈(cons)〉
b. coda ≡ internal-coda ∨ 〈cons, cons〉

We can now use these abbreviations—along with the fact that syllable nuclei
in French consist of single vowels—to define syllable patterns.

(21) a. initial-syllable ≡ onset ⊕ 〈(vowel)〉 ⊕ internal-coda

b. medial-syllable ≡ internal-onset ⊕ 〈vowel〉 ⊕ internal-coda

c. final-syllable ≡ internal-onset ⊕ 〈(vowel)〉 ⊕ coda

d. monosyllable ≡ onset ⊕ 〈(vowel)〉 ⊕ coda

Distinct definitions are provided for word-initial, word-medial, and word-final syl-
lables for two reasons. First, this is necessary in order to enforce the distinction
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between word-internal and word-peripheral onsets and codas. Word-medial sylla-
bles are the most restricted: they must contain a vowel and their onsets and codas
are taken from the reduced word-internal inventories. Initial and final syllables are
less constrained on their word-peripheral side. Second, and more crucially for the
analysis of schwa and other word-boundary “readjustment” phenomena, periph-
eral syllables are allowed not to contain a vowel (or more precisely, to contain an
optional vowel).

Using these definitions we can formulate the following constraint on words:

(22) word⇒
[

SEGS (init-syll ⊕ med-syll∗ ⊕ fin-syll) ∨ monosyll
]

The first clause of the disjunction is for words of two or more syllables (the Kleene
star notation indicates the occurrence of zero or more medial syllables), thesecond
for monosyllables.

Following Bird and Klein, I assume that words likedebout(17) orfen̂etre‘win-
dow’ have a lexically underspecifiedSEGMENTSlist containing an optional schwa
in their initial syllable:

(23) a. debout: b. fen̂etre:[
SEGS

〈
d, (@), b, u

〉] [
SEGS

〈
f, (@), n, E, t, K

〉]

The constraint in (22) verifies the phonotactic well-formedness of the medial onsets
and codas. The special treatment of the initial syllable allows the optional schwa
to remain optional. If full syllabification were applied were applied already, the
schwa would be forced to appear (since〈d, b〉 and 〈f, n〉 are not possible onsets
according to (19)). On the other hand, a form like *d(e)b.pnoutwould be rejected
for containing an unsyllabifiable medial onset, and *ft(e).n̂e.trewould be rejected
for having an impossible word-initial onset.

Final syllables also require this special treatment, because they are the locus of
vowel elision (24) andenchâınementof final consonants (25):

(24) quoique
albeit

[kwa.k@] vsquoiqu’
albeit

intéressant
interesting

[kwa.kẼ.te.Ke.sÃ]

(25) avec
with

[a.vEk] vsavec
with

un
a

ami
friend

[a.vE.kœ̃.na.mi]

The final schwa ofquoiqueis also represented as an optional segment in its lexical
SEGSlist: 〈k, w, a, k, (@)〉. The final consonant ofavecis of course not optional,
since it is realized in all contexts. The constraint in (22) checks that〈k〉 is a possible
coda, but it does not actually declare it to be a coda (since it can turn outto be an
onset in phrasal combinations). In fact, no subsyllabic roles are instantiated by this
constraint.

At this point, moreover, no attempt is made to reduce ambiguity in syllabifi-
cation at the word level. Words likeeuro andabri, discussed above, will simply
satisfy the constraint in (22) in more than one way. This does not result in multi-
ple analyses, however, because so far we are only doing pattern matching, without
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adding any information when a pattern is found. Bird and Klein discuss the case of
demanderions ‘we would ask’, in which the choice between a syllabification with
and without the second (underlined) schwa can in principle be made at the word
level:

(26) a.
[

SEGS
〈

d, (@) | m, Ã | d, @ | K, j, Õ
〉]

b. *
[

SEGS
〈

d, (@) | m, Ã, d | K, j, Õ
〉]

c.
[

SEGS
〈

d, (@), m, Ã, d, (@), K, j, Õ
〉]

For Bird and Klein, the pronunciation without schwa in (26b) is excluded bythe
onset maximization constraint requiring obstruent-liquid clusters to syllabify to-
gether: so〈d, K〉 must be in the onset, but〈d, K, j〉 is not an allowable onset, ac-
cording to (19). In my analysis, at the word level, there is no way to enforce onset
maximization, since the constraint in (22) only checks potential syllable structures
and does not actually instantiate them. So bothSEGSlists in (26) are maintained:
in other words, both of the schwas indemanderions remain optional (26c).

In ordinary phrasal combinations, theSEGSlists of the daughters are concate-
nated to yield theSEGSlist of the mother.7 The following constraint is the coun-
terpart to Bird and Klein’s syllabification constraint (6):

(27) phrase⇒
[

SEGS syllable+
]

In other words, a phonological phrase has to look like the concatenation of one or
more syllables. There is no need to define a recursive relation as in (6) to be sure
that all of the elements ofSEGSare parsed. Just as in the word-level constraint in
(22) above, the sequence of syllables identified automatically partitions the entire
SEGSlist. But in this case, the definition ofsyllable does not just specify a pattern
to match: it also enriches the representation by instantiating the type each segment
asonset, nucleus, or coda, cf. the hierarchy in (11b).

(28) syllable ≡ onset & list(onset) ⊕
〈

vowel& nucl
〉
⊕ coda & list(coda)

As discussed in§4, the linear ordering already inherent in theSEGS list is now
enriched with information about syllabification. Most of the structure encoded in
Bird and Klein’sSYLS list is represented directly in theSEGS list. At this point,
if desired, we can express onset maximization principles as constraints onSEGS.
For example,[ø.Ko] (euro) and[a.bKi] (abri) can be preferred to[øK.o] and[ab.Ki].
And the schwa-less pronunciation ofdemanderionsin (26b) can be excluded by

7I leave aside cases of consonant liaison, where a “latent consonant” appears at the boundary
between two words. The proposals in this paper are compatible with the analysis of liaison developed
in Bonami et al. (2004, 2005). Unlike schwa in the present analysis, theliaison consonant must not
be treated as an optional segment.
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prohibiting sequences of an obstruent segment of typecoda followed by a liquid
segment of typeonset.8

Note also that according to (28), everysyllable must contain a vowel. If a
word likedebout, with an optional schwa thanks to the definition ofinitial-syllable
(21a), appears at the beginning of the phonological phrase, the schwa will have
to be realized. Within the phrase, the realization of schwa in word-initial syllables
will be conditioned by the preceding context. Words likeavecwill either have their
final consonant syllabified as a coda, or in the onset of the following syllable, again
depending on the phrasal context.

5.3 Discussion

The analysis presented here has more or less the same empirical coverageas the
original account of Bird and Klein (1994). I have extended the implementation of
some word-level phonotactic conditions that were left out of their account, and sug-
gested how the approach can be applied to some other word boundary phenomena
(elision, enchâınement). But the main purpose of this presentation is to demon-
strate that the insights and the results of the original analysis can be preserved
while dispensing with the hierarchical encoding of syllable structure.

As discussed already, however, there are technical and conceptualadvantages
to the type-based encoding of syllable structure in the segments list, in particular
with regard to underspecification. With a structural encoding of syllables,there
is no easy way to capture the sometimes unstable and fuzzy interactions at sylla-
ble boundaries. In the type-based approach, underspecification is a simple matter
of enriching the type hierarchy with intermediate types such asnon-nucl. Even a
disjunctive type specification likeons∨ codwould be much simpler than the dis-
junction of complex feature structures that is required to express the same idea in
the structural approach.

The segments list approach also allows segments to be associated with partic-
ular syllabic positions, either in specific lexical items or as a general property of
the language, thus constraining the application of phrasal syllabification (28). This
is not specifically relevant to the analyses discussed here, but it provides a natu-
ral way to express, for instance, the fact that[N] is restricted to coda position, or
that there are no syllabic consonants in French. Such generalizations cannot be
elegantly expressed in the structural approach.
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